FILTER  GKAVEL  AND  SAND.
495
Prcw .Wall
has .passed a screen with a mesh of f of an inch, and which is coarser than the .ordinary sand, and entirely free from fine material. The exact depth of the various layers and the meshes of the various screens may be varied somewhat, and the Contractor will be allowed to make such reasonable changes as will allow the material to be handled economically and to • the best advantage, but before making any changes he shall consult with the Engineer, and no change shall be allowed which will in any way interfere with the efficiency of the filter.
Gravel shall not be placed within 6 feet of the inlet or outlet chambers, nor within 2 feet of the outside or cross-walls, these spaces being reserved for filling with sand.
In case the gravel used for the lower layers  Selected tc should contain any material so fine that pieces might Joints-enter the joints of the drain pipe, the Engineer may order coarser material to be selected from the gravel or broken stone and to be placed about the joints, the quantity of such material not to exceed i cubic foot per joint.*
The gravel for all of the layers ma,y be broken &uality trap rock screened to the proper sizes, or gravel screened from sand and gravel banks of a sandy nature. Gravel screened from hard pan or clayey material cannot be sufficiently cleaned. The gravel shall not contain more than a very small amount of shale or limestone. The gravel shall be washed entirely free from fine material so that water passing through it or agitated in contact with it will remain substantially clean. No dirt or foreign matter of any kind shall be allowed to enter the filters after beginning to place the gravel and any gravel made dirty in any way after placing shall be at once removed and replaced to the satisfaction of the Engineer.
(164)  The price bid per cubic yard for filter  Payment, gravel includes the screening, washing and placing of all of the different grades above enumerated, no deduction being made for the space occupied by the tmderdrains.
Filter-Sand in Place.    The filter-snnd shall be  Quality. clean, river, beach or bank sand, with either sharp or rounded grains.    It shall be entirely free from clay, dust or organic impurities, and shall, if necessary, be washed to remove such materials from it.

